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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Good morning, members.

The Council's

Budget and Finance Committee will come to order.
Let the record show this morning we have Mr.

19

Kane, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kawano, Ms. Johnson, Mr.

20

Molina, and Ms. Tavares.

21

Members Molina and Tavares.

22

and safe with us.

23

Arakawa as well as Mr. Nishiki.

24
25

Welcome home to our two
We're glad you're nice

Excused this morning is Mr.

Members, we have three items on the agenda
for today's Committee's deliberations.
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Before we

3

1

start, we will have testimony.

2

testifying on Item No. 3 is Mr. Smith.

3

would come down.

4

share with us your comments.

Jim, if you

State your name for the record and

. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

5
6

And this morning

MR. SMITH:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

My name is Jim Smith.

7

I'm a resident of Haiku.

And I am -- have been

8

reviewing your agendas and this caught my interest,

9

and that is the bills regarding the repeal of

10

certain sections of Chapter 2.

11

Available Appropriations section, which is 2.76.030,

12

and the other is the repeal of a section of Chapter

13

3.04.030, the Operating Budget section.

14

One of those is the

The first -- And this is under the

under

15

the guise that these are no longer necessary as the

16

program budgeting has made them unnecessary.

17

a couple of observations regarding that and some

18

concerns.

19

there is a -- and that is Available Appropriations,

20

there is the sentence,

21

this Chapter shall be made only out of

22

appropriations specifically and expressly designated

23

for such purposes."

This really is the Council's

24

oversight authority.

It's also part of another

25

section, but if you delete the ability and

First my concerns:

In the first portion

"Payments made pursuant to
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1

responsibility to identify and keep expenditures of

2

the Executive Branch in some fashion attached to

3

what they were said to be used for,

4

way of

5

funds.

6

seriously harm the ability of Councils to come.

7

And in the past we have seen experiences

then you have no

of keeping accountable the uses of those
Deleting this provision I think will

8

where it has been necessary.

There have been, for

9

example, shifting of funds within the Office of the

10

Mayor, raising a person's salary and diminishing

11

others.

12

Department of Finance the resale of vehicles to

13

members of the Department of Finance.

14

a question which, in fact, was brought to the

15

attention using the chapters that we're talking

16

about.

17

There also has been in the -- in the

So it would be very dangerous,

And that was

I believe, to

18

take this step without providing the Council with

19

additional oversight power.

20

budgeting has always been -- been promoted as

21

increasing trust, increasing efficiency, but there's

22

never been a standard to measure the accountability

23

of these people.

24

there being a standard eliminating your only

25

authority would be I think harmful to our process.

For example, program

And, to me, to go forward without
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1

In the second chapter, which is the revision

2

that talks about "shall include the requests for

3

appropriations for such pieces of equipment

4

requested for the ensuing fiscal year."

5

is a tool,

6

ways the effectiveness of a Department.

7

example, if the Fire Department or Police Department

8

needs to purchase or purchases more vehicles with

9

funding,

Now, this

I believe, to measure certain physical
For

you should be in touch with that and

10

that -- that would be necessary,

I think, to require

11

that you be aware of that before it happens.

12

in Public Works, there might be road equipment

13

that's built -- bought or something, and you need to

14

have that in place and identifying to measure the

15

accountability of the promises that are made.
So your budget is a key element.

16

Also,

And these

17

two revisions, diminish, in my opinion, your ability

18

to keep the authorities of the Executive Branch

19

under

20

we do is balance these authorities.

21

another standard, it seems to me it would be

22

counterproductive to move these out.

25

And in our system that's what
And without

Thank you very much.

23
24

manageable.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Any questions for -- excuse me, Mr. Smith
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1

this morning?

2

Jim.

Seeing none, thank you very much,

Is there anyone else wishing to testify this

3
4

morning on any of the three items as listed on the

5

Committee's agenda?

6

testimony.

END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .

7

8

Seeing none, we'll close

BF-16:

.

.

KAULUNANI URBAN AND COMMUNITY FORESTRY PROGRAM
(GRANT FUNDS, $24,468) (C.C. No. 01-245)

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, if I may direct you, please, to

11

the first item on the agenda,

Item 16, which is an

12

item relating to a proposed resolution

13

to accept grant funds and a proposed bill to

14

appropriate $24,468.

15

State Department of Land and Natural Resources to

16

establish a tree inventory program for the County.

17

This morning we have Mr. Sakoda, the County

And this grant is from the

18

Arborist attached to Parks and Recreation

19

Department.

20

you wish to present to the Committee at this time?

21
22
23
24

25

MR. SAKODA:

No.

So, Mr. Sakoda, do you have anything

I'm here to answer any questions that

you may have.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Questions for Mr. Sakoda?

If not, Budget Director, your comments
regarding the grant.

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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1

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Chair, this grant was not anticipated

2

at the -- during budget deliberations, so it was not

3

included in our 2002 proposal, but we have since

4

gotten word that we will be getting the 24,468 and

5

it will be used for the tree inventory program for

6

the County of Maui.

7
8

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

program or to the Budget Director?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12
13

Could you clarify what urban forest

is?
MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Kane, I could ask Mr. Sakoda to come

down and give

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MS. YOSHIMURA:

18

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.

14

17

Members, questions for either the

Thank you.

-- give an explanation of what the program

is all about.
MR. SAKODA:

Aloha.

Good morning, Committee members.

The

19

term urban forestry is used -- it may sound like an

20

oxymoron, but in urban settings we do have trees and

21

greens cape within the urban area and boundaries.

22

And when you look at the collective number of trees

23

as a broader scope, then you use the term urban

24

forest.

25

then you use just streetscapes or trees.

When you use the individual tree, you know,
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So in the context of an urban forest,

1

you

2

look at the collective benefits and management of

3

the -- the cumulative trees within the urban

4

setting, so it's a broader management context.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane, proceed.
Thank you.

And I don't know if I --

8

who I should ask this question.

Ms. Yoshimura, you

9

stated that this wasn't anticipated and that's why

10

we're here today.

11

intent for the application?

12

purpose -- And I don't know if it's clear enough

13

there for me.

For me, it doesn't seem like it's

14

clear enough.

Was there a specific purpose in mind

15

to apply for this, these monies?

16

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Okay.

It was applied for.

What was the

Was there a specific

Councilmember Kane, the grant was

17

applied for by the Parks and Recreation Department,

18

more specifically I think Mr. Sakoda.

19

intent,

20

the explanation.

21
22

I would have to defer back to Mr. Sakoda for

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, is that an appropriate

question?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

And the

It is an appropriate question.
Thank you.

So I guess I'm trying to

understand the intent of the application and what

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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1

you folks were looking at doing with the funds if

2

and when you folks received them.

3

MR. SAKODA:

Yes.

It was towards the latter part of the

4

fiscal year with the -- when the

5

Federal funds that are allocated to the states

6

to the regions and then to the states.

7

was a surplus of funds that was allocated towards

8

the tail end of their -- of the Federal fiscal year.

9

And when that was was relayed to the various -- our

10

Kaulunani Urban Forestry Council, then the word was

11

disseminated out to various organizations within the

12

communities to -- that these funds were available

13

and that they could apply for -- for these Federal

14

monies.

15

these are
or

And there

So at that time I -- we -- the Parks

16

Department came up with a grant proposal to solicit

17

funding for software and hardware to furnish

18

Geographical Information Systems programs, both

19

software and hardware, as well as the tree inventory

20

software and hardware to implement a more

21

comprehensive tree inventory program.

22

would be dovetailed in with all of the other GIS

23

activities that are going throughout the County.

24

it was a great opportunity to, you know, to partner

25

in and get involved with the -- with the GIS efforts
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So
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1

that are going on within the County and to get the

2

Department of Parks and Recreation involved.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you for that clarification.

4

Perhaps I missed any language in the actual reso.

5

talking about software and hardware.

6

makes it very simple now to understand and support

7

this as far as you folks being able to apply for a

8

GIS application.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Kawano.

13
14

Okay.

Mr. Carroll, any questions for Mr. Sakoda?

11
12

So I mean, it

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

Is this a grant that every year you

15

guys come up, or is this just a surplus that you

16

guys have?

17

MR. SAKODA:

This was Federal monies that were available

18

for urban and community forestry appropriate

19

activities.

20

specifically tied for a one-year scope.

And it was allocated out for

21

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

22

MR. SAKODA:

it is

Oh, I see.

So this grant is going to get us set up with

23

the tree inventory and GIS and the scope of the

24

proposal is such that we will -- we anticipate to

25

accomplish it within that one-year time period;
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1

however, we will be able to utilize the software and

2

hardware on a continuous basis.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

6

9

I'm sorry I just

went right into a question, but good morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's fine.

Thank you, Mr. Kawano.

Ms. Johnson.

7

8

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

4

5

I see.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Mr. Sakoda, the inventory

that you're going to conduct, will it only be on

10

County park land, or will it be on private property

11

as well as County property?

12

MR. SAKODA:

We're focusing in on County-owned trees, so
as a broader context, the

13

the urban forest does

14

urban forest does include all of the trees within

15

the area, however, we're focusing in on the

16

inventory to be conducted on County-owned trees,

17

trees within the County right-of-way and trees

18

within County parks.

19

areas to meet the time frames of the one-year scope

20

of the project, so -- Does that answer your

21

question?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

areas be?

24
25

MR. SAKODA:

Yes.

And we have selected three

And what would those three

One community is Hale Piilani in the Kihei

area, another one is the park at Keopuolani Park,
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1

and the third is the Wailuku area, since it's going

2

to be undergoing some renovations.

3

those three areas to represent, one, a fairly new,

4

but community that has established street trees in

5

it; and another one that is an older community,

6

Wailuku, that is going to be undergoing renovations;

7

and the third is a new park that we would like to

8

monitor, inventory and monitor.

9

three areas we can apply them to other -- other

10
11

So we selected

And based on those

areas throughout the County.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

What would be the purpose

12

that you're trying to achieve through the inventory

13

and monitoring?

14

MR. SAKODA:

What is the goal and objective?

The goal and objective is to have a more

15

efficient urban forestry management program.

16

monitor the condition of the trees.

17

prioritize what trees need to have management

18

activities such as pruning on them.

19

monitor community requests for any other past or

20

planned activities that may potentially impact the

21

tree or trees.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

Okay.

Okay.

We can

And we can also

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.
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I guess I don't know who to direct this

1
2

question to, either to Michele or Mr. Sakoda, but I

3

just wanted to get this clarified.

4

will be used to obtain -- to create a new program,

5

am I to assume that?

6

MS. YOSHIMURA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So these funds

Correct.
So I guess my question will be:

8

How much is it going to cost?

You know, we create

9

this program and over the long term how much will

10

this cost to keep this program going on?

11

we looking at?

12

well,

13

each year from the DLNR to keep this program in

14

existence?

15

MR. SAKODA:

What are

Are we going to be getting funds --

I assume that we will be applying for funds

I can respond.

We will be purchasing

16

software that already exists.

17

GIS, Geographical Information Software, and it is

18

the same software and version that the County is

19

using in the other departments.

20

coordinating with the Geographical Information

21

Systems coordinated within the County, Bill

22

Medeiros, on this as well as the purchasing of the

23

hardware and software.

24
25

ESRI provides the

So we are

There is tree inventory software and -- that
is out there, and we will be purchasing that as
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1

well.

We're looking at -- although we're not locked

2

into purchasing from the specific vendor or company,

3

but ACRT is a company that provides tree inventory

4

software, and they have been doing that for a number

5

of years.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

MR. SAKODA:

Okay.

And the costs of that -- Initially we have to

8

purchase the software and the license fees for that.

9

And the hardware being the desktop and the

a

10

notebook that can be taken out into the field to

11

conduct the inventories.

12

for the GIS, Park View Version 3.2 is 2,400 and the

13

ACRT,

14

then there is associated licensing fees for a

15

network licensing fee it's 1,500 and for a remote

16

licensing fee that's 1,000 and then A -- that was

17

with ACRT.

18

fee for the workstation at 1,200 and then a

19

single-use license fee for the remote unit which

20

would be 1,200.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

The software

Inc. Tree Manager Version 5.2 is 5,973.

So

And then ESRI has a single-use license

Okay.

One more question, Mr.

Chair.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Let's see.

Proceed.
Do you anticipate any -- you're

going to need additional personnel to upkeep this

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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1

2

program over the next few years?
MR. SAKODA:

We're not requesting any personnel at this

3

time; however -- We have been conducting tree

4

inventory

5

been done on an additional duties as assigned

6

activity with the -- the personnel within the Parks

7

and Recreation horticulture section or

8

beautification section.

9

usually maintain the nursery in the parks.

inventories within our parks that have

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Those are the people that

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

Ms. Tavares.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

No questions.
Thank you.

15

Mr. Sakoda, this inventory is already

16

existing, am I correct, and you just need to

17

transfer it to a -- this CD-ROM database or GIS

18

program, ESRI program?

19

MR. SAKODA:

Essentially we would be starting from

20

scratch.

We have inventories that were done in the

21

past that were done with another type of software,

22

but when it -- the year 2000 came, there were some

23

glitches.

24

provided that software, they

25

saying, well, you need to buy a new software.

And in talking to the company that
they basically were

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1
2
3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that who we're buying it from, the guys

who are telling you the old software was no good?
MR. SAKODA:

That was Davies.

That was another company.

4

But we have all the inventory that has been

5

completed on hard copies and basically we would

6

be -- This is a huge upgrade from what we were doing

7

and because it -- it is incorporating the

8

Geographical Information Systems type of software

9

program, that we would be able to utilize it in a

10

lot more ways than the software that we do have

11

right now.

12

the software that we do have, so (pause)

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, plus, it's pretty much obsolete,

Okay.

--

Well, I wanted to at least be clear

14

that you do have an inventory, even if it's on hard

15

copy.

16

MR. SAKODA:

17

18

Yes.

We have started and we are -- We have

started tree inventories.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So what I need to know for myself is:

19

have we been doing in the meantime?

20

have Maui Botanical Garden.

21

thousands of general fund dollars in there.

22

doing a nursery program.

23

getting that as part of our program with our

24

inventory replanting program as part of your

25

requirements by County Code?

524-2090

You know, we

The County puts
They're

Aren't we involved in
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1

MR. SAKODA:

We have -- I think Kihei District has the

2

most parks that have been inventoried.

3

sort of put the inventory activity on the back

4

burner since we had the problem with the software

5

and since we had a shortage in personnel with the

6

you know, with the privatization issues.

7

don't have all of the parks inventoried and --

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. SAKODA:

And then we

But we

Why is that?
Because we don't have resources dedicated to

10

just do inventory full time.

11

been done as an additional duties as assigned with

12

the personnel within the beautification section.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

These inventories have

But with you on the Arborist Committee,

14

you're required to review landscape plans for public

15

areas.

16

MR. SAKODA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18
19

Yes.
So why wouldn't you be inventorying off the

plans?
MR. SAKODA:

Because we don't have -- that would impact

20

time on -- We don't have anybody dedicated to do

21

that.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So since 1944 we're not doing what the Code

says then?
MR. SAKODA:

No.

I don't believe that is correct.

The

Code states that we are to review plans, and we have
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1

been doing that.

2

relatively recent activity.

3

on board since September 9th,

4

through different versions of the software as well,

5

so we -- We just have -- Well, we only have, really,

6

a small percentage of the parks in Maui County

7

inventoried.

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The inventory has been a
And since I have been
'96, we have gone

How long has this urban forest been

recognized and established?

Ten years?

Five years?

Twenty years?
MR. SAKODA:

The concept urban forest is just trees within

the urban area or setting, so -CHAIR HOKAMA:

So it's anyplace in the County that has

houses and a defined urban core?

15

MR. SAKODA:

Yeah.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any other questions, members?

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Sakoda, does this money represent in full

18
19

what you folks applied for, or is this just a

20

percentage of an overall program that you folks are

21

trying to,

22

MR. SAKODA:

I guess, achieve?

This -- the amount of the grant that we're

23

receiving is a portion.

We have

24

identified within the grant in-kind and matching

25

dollars that were applied for the grant.

basically have

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

grant, as far as total, was close -- was 6,000

2

68,183.50, and that was including the time and

3

that would be utilized by the GIS Analysis VI

4

position and the GIS Analysis I position as well as

5

the arborist position and a technician position as

6

well.

7

salaries that the County was already allocating out

8

for GIS activities and the time that was going to be

9

allocated for tree inventory within the Parks

10
11

So a lot of that -- that matching came from

Department.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So this money has no role in regards

12

to salaries or anything like that?

13

for the software and the hardware that you just

14

discussed?

15

MR. SAKODA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

or

This is strictly

The grant money is, yes.
Okay.

And, Mr. Chair, one final

question, if I may.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Proceed, Mr. Kane.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You mentioned earlier in your opening

20

statements that a number of people were notified by

21

your -- I guess your division regarding the

22

availabilities of these monies.

23

people now playing or these entities now playing in

24

regards to this grant -- grant receipt?

25

about various entities -- you making people aware

What role are these
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1

that these monies were available, and so you became,

2

it seems like, the driver of applying for the

3

monies.

4

with regards to those folks who were notified that

5

these monies are there and they approached you as

6

far as you being the driver to go out and get that

7

money.

8

What role are those folks playing in regards to this

9

24,000 and some change?

10

MR. SAKODA:

So now I'm trying to understand the link

I'm trying to understand the relationship.

Yeah.

Am I being --

I don't understand the role of those

11

folks,

12

Forestry Council.

13

was invited to be a member of that Council.

14

Kaulunani Urban Forestry Council reviews grant

15

applications for these Federal dollars that are

16

allocated for urban and community forestry programs.

17

So on this -- these monies that carne late in the

18

fiscal year with the Federal government were

19

basically use it or lose it types of funds that were

20

earmarked for that fiscal year.

21

such and knowing the need for getting an upgraded

22

tree inventory and getting the parks on board with

23

the GIS system, that was a great opportunity to

24

apply for these funds.

25

I guess.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We -- I sit on the Kaulunani Urban
As the arborist on Maui County I

Thank you.

And the

And then knowing

That's clear.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Any other questions for Mr. Sakoda?

I've got one last question, please, Mr.

2
3

Sakoda.

You mentioned you picked Wailuku because it

4

is going through a renovation,

5

were, can you tell us what you know that we don't

6

know?

7

MR. SAKODA:

8

know.

9

Revitalization Project that is being conducted with

I guess your words

I don't think I know anything more than you
Let's see.

Well, there is the -- the Wailuku

10

the Office of Economic Development.

11

the project that I was talking about.

12

being coordinated through -- by -- or one of the

13

coordinators, I think, or contacts that I had was

14

Yuki Sugimura.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That is the
And it's

So, Mr. Sakoda, tell us what your area is

16

involved with.

17

thousand trees in Wailuku?

18

being asked to assist in this revitalization

19

program?

20

MR. SAKODA:

You're looking at replanting a
You're -- What are you

I thought that it would be an example of

21

choosing a location and a community that would be

22

known to be going through some renovations or some

23

changes.

24

inventory within that community and then through

25

time we anticipate some plantings within that area,

So we would be able to conduct an
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1

so it would be -- it would be a good area to select

2

and also to meet the one-year scope of this project.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Wailuku right across from us is the

4

Historic District, which is part of the Old Wailuku

5

El. buildings and whatnot, are those trees

6

inventoried already on your listings, areas such as

7

that --

8

MR. SAKODA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, they are not.
-- Wailuku Historic District or Lahaina

10

National Historic Area?

11

that would be on a -- on your County listing as

12

inventory?

13

MR. SAKODA:

And what trees are there,

Well, at this point in time they haven't been

14

inventoried.

15

County-owned trees at the beginning, so I believe a

16

lot of those are not on County property, but the

17

park on the corner is.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Anything else, members?

19
20

And we would be focusing on

If not, thank you

very much, Mr. Sakoda.

21

MR. SAKODA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Okay.

Members, we have two things before

23

us this morning,

is a -- we have a bill for an

24

ordinance to recognize the money under the

25

Department of Parks and Recreation, as well as a
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1

resolution accepting the authorization of these

2

funds.

3

that we move to Council the adoption of the

4

resolution and pass on first reading of the bill

5

attached.

So at this time the Chair would recommend

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

So moved.
Second.

Thank you.

I have a motion by Mr. Kane,

seconded by Mr. Molina.

Any discussions or

10

questions regarding either the attached resolution

11

or bill for an ordinance?

12

Seeing none, all in favor say aye.

13

MEMBERS VOICED AYE (RH, RC, JJ, DK, PK, MM, CT)

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15
16

19

The motion is carried.

Thank you.

VOTE: AYES:

17
18

Opposed say no.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Kawano, Molina, Tavares, and Chair
Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Arakawa and Nishiki.

20

ACTION:
21

Recommending ADOPTION of proposed resolution,
FIRST READING of proposed bill, and FILING of
communication.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, members, also I am asking for a filing

of Communication 01-245.

Any objections?

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (RH, RC, JJ, DK, PK, MM, CT)
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

BF-18:

3
4

Okay.

Thank you, so ordered.

STATE REVOLVING FUND (SRF) LOAN FOR THE LAHAINA
WASTEWATER PUMPSTATION NOS. 5 AND 6 FORCEMAIN
RE-ROUTING (C.C. No. 01-246)

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, now we are on Item 18.

And Item

5

18 is something that we have discussed in budget

6

deliberations, and this is relating to a proposed

7

bill to authorize Mayor Apana to enter into an

8

intergovernmental agreement for a State Revolving

9

Fund Loan that Mr. Goode has worked hard to bring

10

forth to the County.

11

Wastewater Pump Stations Nos. 5 and 6 and a

12

Forcemain Re-Routing.

13

those types of language means.

14

It is for the Lahaina

And so you can ask him what

It was -- Also, members, again for our

15

information, we did approve this project during

16

budget session.

17

Plan Proposal for the year 2002 as a State Revolving

18

Fund Loan of $3.3 million.

19

you this morning, members, are, again, an amendment

20

to the budget ordinance and the capital improvements

21

project ordinance.

22

It is in the Capital Improvements

And the request before

And this morning we have Mr. Goode to explain

23

the project, as well as which is the more

24

appropriate figure for the Committee to consider.

25

Mr. Goode.
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1
2
3
4

MR. GOODE:

Mr. Chairman, could I ask for a five-minute

recess so we can sort out the details?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

Okay.

That's fine.

Five-minute recess.

(Gavel. )

9:39 a.m.
9:48 a.m.

(Gavel.) The Council's Committee on Budget

and Finance will reconvene.
Prior to recess, members, we are being

9

10

directed to Item No. 18, and so at this time between

11

Ms. Yoshimura and Mr. Goode, they will give us the

12

current update of this item.

13

or Budget Director, you can lead off.

14
15

MR. GOODE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Is this on?

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

MR. GOODE:

microphone.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. GOODE:

23

Yeah, you're on.

It's reverberating or something, the

20

22

I'll start off with a

brief description of what we're requesting.

16

19

So, either Mr. Goode

It's your singing voice,

David.

You don't want to hear me sing, Chairman.

(Laughter. )
MR. GOODE:

Okay.

The request before the Committee today

24

is to enter into an intergovernmental agreement with

25

the State of Hawaii Department of Health where they
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1

have a state revolving fund for low-interest loans

2

for sewer works projects.

3

currently have in the budget that qualifies for this

4

loan is the re-routing of the forcemain between

5

Lahaina Pumpstations 5 and 6.

6

And the project that we

And we have had a community meeting about six

7

months ago trying to figure out the alignment for

8

this thing.

9

ways we can do it, including relining, and at this

Now, we have got a lot of different

10

time the amount in the budget, 3.3 million, is

11

sufficient as far as we can tell for what the

12

construction is going to corne in at.

13

And the State and the revolving fund had the

14

monies corne available, and so we got our foot in the

15

door, and they have agreed to give us this loan.

16

Assuming it's the full 3.3 million, we would save

17

over 20 years about $550,000 in interest costs,

18

which is obviously a good deal for the County, which

19

actually represents about 10 percent of the total

20

payments one would make over those 20 years.

21

And the discussion we had during the break

22

was whether or not to change the numbers that are

23

reflected in the bill.

24

million, where our budget amount is 3.3 million.

25

And we think the best thing to do is just change the

The ordinance states 3.795
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1

amount in the agreement in the bill to 3.3 million

2

to match the budget amount.

3

discrepancy and the need for us to clarify this, but

4

essentially the State in general -- once we get our

5

foot in the door, they're more than willing to give

6

us a little contingency money.

7

necessarily look at our budget.

8

3.3 and they say, well, we'll give you 3.8, we've

9

got some monies and you can borrow up to this.

And I apologize for the

They don't
We tell them it's

But

10

it doesn't really match our budget.

11

amend or propose to amend the ordinance to reflect

12

3.3 million.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So we'll just

Thank you, Mr. Goode.

Michele, any comments?

14
15

MS. YOSHIMURA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No comments.
Okay.

Members, it's open for questioning

17

to the Public Works Director or the Budget Director.

18

Ms. Tavares, any questions?

19

Mr. Molina?

20

Ms. Johnson?

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

23
24
25

Thank you.

Yes, Mr. Chair.

David, the route, is that still going to be
Shaw Street?
MR. GOODE:

The -- We have -- basically we had six choices

originally.

We're down to two.
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1

replace, the preferred route is up Shaw to Mill

2

Street and then Dickenson.

3

about 2.9 million to do that.

4

lining estimates from the lining folks to reline the

5

existing line in Front Street, that's about 2

6

million.

And we're looking at
We just got back some

And in our last communication we had with

7

8

in our meeting in Lahaina, the folks said, well, you

9

know, the relining is -- will really save us a lot

10

of money and doesn't disrupt Front Street too much,

11

we're willing to do that.

12

is go back and now that we have that lining estimate

13

and give a detailed estimate of how construction

14

will proceed, you know, which manholes, how many

15

days we're going to be here, how many days here, how

16

traffic would be affected, and get some feedback.

17

And I -- I can imagine that if we can show that we

18

won't disrupt too much and we can save a million

19

bucks, they'll probably say do it.

20

options at this point.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So those are our

And so then you would not be using

the Shaw Street area?

23

MR. GOODE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

So what we're going to do

Correct.
Okay.

And about when would you

expect to commence construction?
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1

MR. GOODE:

I would have to get back to you on that.

2

not sure of the exact timing, but it should be

3

pretty soon.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

MR. GOODE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I'm

Because I know that --

We have to go out to bid still.
I know that even during the

7

tourist season -- any time if it is soon would be

8

certainly appreciated because right now it's kind of

9

downtime as far as tourism is concerned.

And I know

10

that with the economic situation, I am sure that the

11

shopkeepers will look very -- you know, very

12

carefully at any potential disruption of their

13

business with things being what they are.

14

MR. GOODE:

Yeah.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Kawano, any questions for the Department?

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, Chairman.

Mr. Carroll?

20

Mr. Kane?

21

Thank you.

If there are no other questions

22

or comments for either Mr. Goode or Ms. Yoshimura,

23

the Chair's recommendation as supported by Mr. Goode

24

is that we will pass the attached ordinance to

25

Council recommending approval on first reading
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.

-- and that the amount shall be revised to

3

not exceed $3.3 million to match the budget

4

ordinance.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So moved.
Second.
Thank you.

I have a motion from Mr.

8

Molina and seconded by Ms. Tavares that the attached

9

ordinance with the revised amount of 3 -- not to

10

exceed 3.3 million be passed to Council for first

11

reading.

12
13

Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.
I just had one question in regard

14

to the increase in our debt service.

15

affect our debt service directly, or does it come

16

out of a separate fund?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MS. YOSHIMURA:

19

Budget Director.
The debt service for the SRF loan is

budgeted for in the wastewater fund.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Would this

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

And, again, members, if you do recall, the

23

main reason we supported Mr. Goode's request is that

24

the financing through the State, again, Revolving

25

Funds over the 20-year period does save the County
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1

over a half million dollars and that was the big

2

advantage.
Mr. Molina.

3

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

Question

for Mr. Goode.
David, construction times, will they consider

6
7

doing the actual construction during,

I guess,

8

nonpeak hours?

9

concern from motorists when any type of road

Because I know that's always a

10

construction that goes on, if at all possible, they

11

can do it during the times when traffic is light, I

12

guess.

13

construction begins on this?

14

MR. GOODE:

Any consideration for that when the

Yeah, we'll definitely do that.

I think if we

15

do the lining work, it's very tight schedule and

16

what we'll do is just work with the community and

17

find out what the best times are.

18

replace in the past, like the Front Street project

19

and the work we did on Honoapiilani Highway with the

20

Pumpstation 3 a few years ago, we did it at night.

21

So that was the best way to, you know,

22

going in Lahaina Town, was to do it at night.

23

we're more than willing to do that again.

24

just see which option we go and then which one works

25

best to keep things running smooth.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions or discussion?

3

Seeing none, all in favor say aye.

4

MEMBERS VOICED AYE (RH, RC, JJ, OK, PK, MM, CT)

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed say no.

Councilmembers Carroll, Johnson, Kane,
Kawano, Molina, Tavares, and Chair
Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmembers Arakawa and Nishiki.

7

8
9

Motion is carried.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

10

ACTION:
11
12

Recommending FIRST READING of revised proposed
bill and FILING of communication.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, members, again, my apologies.

If

13

there's no objections, we are going to also file

14

County Communication 01-246.

15

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (RH, RC, JJ, OK, PK, MM, CT)

16

CHAI R HOKAMA:

17

BF-3:

Than k you.

AVAILABLE APPROPRIATIONS; OPERATING BUDGET;
CAPITAL PROGRAM (MISC. Communications)

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, third item of the agenda for today

20

is Item No.3, Available Appropriations; Operating

21

Budget; Capital Program.

22

find two draft bills incorporating changes

23

recommended by the Subcommittee to Update the Maui

24

County Code.

25

In your binders you will

The first bill or ordinance proposal is to
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1

repeal Section 2.76.030 relating to Available

2

Appropriations.

3

The second bill that is being proposed is to

4

repeal Section 3.030 [sic] Subsection D relating to

5

the Operating Budget.

6

and we have no draft bill on that at this time

7

recommended deletion of Section 3.04.040, Subsection

8

3, Item -- Subsection B, Item 3 relating to the

9

Capital Program and anticipated life of such capital

10

The third communication

improvements.
Those are the three items that is part of

11
12

Budget and Finance Item No.3.

13

Mr. Lo, Director of Finance, as well as Budget

14

Director Yoshimura to answer questions or to listen

15

to any comments from the Committee members.
Budget Director, any opening comments to the

16
17

Committee?

18

MS. YOSHIMURA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20
21

22

This morning we have

Not at this time, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

Mr. Lo, any comments at this time?

None.

Thank you very much.
Members, why don't we start with the first

23

subject matter, which is Section 2.76.030 and then

24

we'll work our way down all three items.

25

Carroll, do you have any comments or questions on
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1

that item at this time?

2

None.

Okay.

Mr. Kawano?

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

None.

Ms. Johnson?
Yes, Mr. Chair.

The comments that

6

were made by the testifier

7

was here and I do not know if Mr. Lo was here when

8

Mr. Smith made the statement that he believed by

9

eliminating this particular section, it would

I know that Michele

10

diminish the oversight that the Council has over I

11

guess what he would call line items.

12

any response to the testifier's comments?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. LO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18
19
20

Mr. Lo.

Unfortunately, I didn't hear the testimony.
Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
I have some comments about the

testifier's -- Do you want me to step in?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well, we'll let Mr. Lo -- if you

have no comments at this time, that's fine.

21

MR. LO: No comments.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

Do you have

Okay.

Michele, any comments to the

question posed by Ms. Johnson?

24

MS. YOSHIMURA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, not at this time.
Okay.

Thank you.
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1

2

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

I just wanted to mention

3

that I think that when the testifier testified about

4

our oversight, we have to look at what was our

5

oversight prior to the program budget being

6

implemented.

7

budgeting, the budgeting was A, B, and C.

8

personnel, operating, and equipment, and that was

9

the only appropriations there were.

And the program -- before program
It was

Now the

10

appropriations are by programs and the monies have

11

to be used for that program.

12

So to me there's not a big difference unless

13

we want that kind of micromanagement, if we can call

14

it that, by a line item type of budget.

15

there's a concern that, you know, they're going to

16

buy equipment and we're not going to know about it,

17

that mayor may not be a legitimate concern.

18

think as we have seen through the budget sessions,

19

whenever they're buying big pieces of equipment they

20

are talking about what they're going to buy because

21

their budget is usually higher than normal and they

22

are trying to justify the purchases of big pieces of

23

equipment like fire trucks or fire engines or things

24

like that.

25

Now, if

But I

So I don't see that as a real huge concern on
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1

our part compared with before program budgeting.

2

And that's the only comment I wanted to make.

3

you.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.

5
6

Okay.

Thank

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

I think my concern stems

7

more from the fact that it would appear to me that

8

there are certain circumstances, not all

9

circumstances, where we would want perhaps specific

10

oversight over some of these items.

11

cases, but I am a little bit concerned whenever you

12

reach into an area where even though we did not

13

have, as Ms. Tavares outlined, perhaps complete

14

authority, some kind of oversight to at least ask

15

for some type of report if you're going to deviate

16

from what was presented originally or if you're

17

going into an area where expenses would not normally

18

be looked at.

19

what the needs are, where the public's monies are

20

being expended.

21

basically is established by the Council through the

22

budget, so that's my basic concern.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Not in all

I think it's always helpful to know

And in my view, the policy

I think that's a very valid point, Ms.

24

Johnson.

And, you know,

I am glad because Ms.

25

Tavares was part of that Subcommittee's membership,
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1

and so she helps bring some perspective of when that

2

Subcommittee at that point in time was looking at

3

this issue.

4

there have been concerns by departments, and I guess

5

one department that stands out for me as your

6

Chairman is the Police Department when I think they

7

carne before Budget, Council made a decision, they

8

did their savings, and then the bottom line is they

9

still bought the cars, a whole bunch of them.

And what I can add is that, you know,

10

mean,

11

they bought a fleet of cars that Council really

12

never did give its approval for.

13

I'm not talking one car, two cars.

And I

I mean,

And so I think we need to as part of

14

discussion this morning, and I will allow the

15

members to discuss this as fully as we wish,

16

you know, there's two sides to everything.

17

is a two-edged sword; there's the good and the bad

18

of maybe managing more than we should, but as well

19

as I think the main responsibility that Council has

20

is appropriating and the oversight responsibilities

21

that the people give us, and that's two of the major

22

responsibilities I see.

23
24
25

this
And this

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

I think, Mr. Chairman, the

points are really good that are being brought out.
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1

And I believe that the Council through your

2

leadership and the Budget Committee has been taking

3

a more active and proactive approach by adding

4

provisos in each of the sections that will fully

5

ensure that our intention is met so that we don't

6

have that kind of scenario that you alluded to

7

earlier.

8

budgeting expenditures is through those provisos

9

because it does -- it is an ordinance.

And that the proper way to control the

And I think

10

that that's -- that was part of why when we looked

11

at this section, it was, you know, the ordinances

12

the budget ordinance is the law already, so it's

13

like a redundancy, and yet at the same time we

14

wanted to assure that there would be accountability

15

and that the Council would have the oversight of the

16

budget.

17

want through the provisos and, you know, making

18

it -- providing that they have reports to us on

19

expenditures.

20

get burned once, and I think we did already, so

21

we're a little more akamai about looking at the

22

budget as far as making sure our intentions are met

23

as the body that appropriates those funds.

And, you know, all we need to do is

Thank you.

24

25

So we can get into as much detail as we

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
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1

One second, please, Ms. Johnson.

2

Yes, Mr. Lo.

3

MR. LO:

Mr. Chair, I just was reading through this

4

chapter and just from an operational standpoint I

5

wanted to sort of walk through this.

6

discussion may be broader than what this amendment

7

may be calling for.

8

of expenses.

9

it talks about reimbursement of expenses are under

10

circumstances where no other provision for payment

11

or payment by the County has been made.

I think the

Chapter 2.76 is reimbursement

If you look at 2.76.020, Item No. B,

Now, in the Finance Department, the cars had

12
13

to have been purchased through purchase order or

14

through a contract.

15

this reimbursement of expenses.

16

tight on our reimbursement of expenses.

17

of things that you will see through this chapter are

18

when people go out and buy pens at Costco or do

19

things like that, because otherwise they have to

20

follow procurement law, which will require them -- I

21

mean, they're not even supposed to do that,

22

Reimbursement expenses are supposed to be for things

23

that are -- there was no other provision to be made.

24

So you're not going to see things such as cars in

25

here.

It would not be addressed in
We have been pretty
The types

frankly.

This is -- you know, because that has to go
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1

through a procurement process.
So I understand what the line of discussion

2
3

was, but I am not sure that it necessarily pertains

4

in the reimbursement of expenses.

5

few things -- in fact, we discourage -- we have

6

cabinet meetings all the time telling them and I

7

send all these terrible memos to division and

8

department heads saying you should have gone through

9

a purchase order or through a -- some kind of --

There are very

10

follow the procurement law.

11

is, again, for things which were emergencies or

12

unable to, you know, small services, et cetera.

13

it really isn't -- I mean,

14

into this chapter.

15
16

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Reimbursement expense

So

just to put some context

Thank you very much for that, Mr.

Lo.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, I -- that was where I needed

19

clarification, because I think based on what Mr. Lo

20

said, also what Ms. Tavares is referring to,

21

that if it's to bring everything into compliance

22

with program budgeting and does not impede, you

23

know, our ability to function or still manage the

24

budget and have that oversight, I would be inclined

25

to approve this simply because we do have those
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1

other mechanisms in place and we can exercise,

2

perhaps, a little greater degree of control in those

3

areas of concern.

4

comfortable with Mr. Lo having explained that it

5

does only involve a much narrower area.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But I feel a little bit more

Thank you very much.

7

Mr. Molina.

8

Anything else, Ms. Tavares?

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Mr. Chair,

just I'm glad that Mr.

10

Lo pointed out that it is a portion of just the

11

reimbursement part of finance.

12

to -- necessarily to the entire budget.

13

MR. LO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It isn't applied

That's correct.
But I think just in clarifying or

15

putting into perspective what the testifier had

16

alluded to,

17

thinking that it applied to the entire budget as

18

some of us had thought as we heard the testimony.

19

So I think this does bring a different light to it.

20

I have no objection to this section being taken out

21

and we can go forward as you desire.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think some people might have been

Thank you.
Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And I think

what we have heard -- I won't be inclusive.
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1

have heard, anyway, what I've kind of absorbed from

2

what's being said this morning seems to be two

3

extremes.

4

has,

5

fact,

6

or may not.

7

or downplayed version from our Finance Director as

8

to it's a lot less.

We have a testifier who has come in who

I guess, given his perspective that it does, in
involve the whole budget process, and it may
And the other side is a very restricted

For me the point comes down to,

9

"A," I don't

10

think there is in existence -- and I think I

11

verified this with Corporation Counsel that there is

12

no such thing as a program budgeting document that

13

we have to refer to as people who are making

14

policies or following policies in order to make sure

15

that we -- like how we follow a code or a charter.

16

We don't have a docket that describes to us the

17

parameters of a program budgeting system.

18

And because of that, it makes it difficult

19

for me to go ahead and repeal something without

20

first,

21

between the testifier and what he said and what the

22

Finance Director said on the other side.

23

like two -- that the spectrum was drawn out right

24

there with those two statements that were made.

25

I don't know where it falls in between.

"A," knowing what the true impact would be in
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And it seems like it puts us in a position

1

2

where if we go ahead and repeal this and something

3

comes forward only after it occurs, that would cause

4

a concern for this body to look at providing or

5

putting in, as one of our colleagues stated,

6

provisos.

7

They're discretionary.

8

something that's in front of you, that kind of draws

9

it out.

In my mind provisos are sUbjective.
I think that when you have

It's in black and white and it avoids that

10

discretion or that subjectivity to something and it

11

prevents a reactionary mode and it provides us with

12

something that we can follow as a guideline.

13

So before I would be able to support anything

14

like this,

15

suggest knowing exactly what this repealment

16

would -- would involve.

17

Executive Branch and their actions would be impacted

18

or what diminished authorities would be impacted on

19

our part.

20

don't we look at something to replace it that would

21

follow some sort of guideline that a budget --

22

program budgeting system entails.

23

I would need to -- I guess I would

I mean, what aspects of the

And if -- and if there is something, why

Now, right now, program budgeting, I don't

24

know about you folks, but I think I have a different

25

perspective of what program budgeting is than each
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1

of my colleagues.

2

not black and white for us to follow.

So it's only

3

what we think we understand about it.

And we kind

4

of proceed through a process,

5

from the hip and kind of corning to a consensus of

6

what we think it is.

7

very different from line item.

8

cut-and-dried.

9

and drawn out; and, yes, it's been termed by many as

Because it's not a document,

in my mind,

it's

shooting

Program budgeting I think is
Line item is very

Yes, it's tedious; yes,

10

micromanaging.

11

down to accountability.

it's long

But I think the bottom line comes

And when we don't have a docket that

12
13

describes what program budgeting is all about, black

14

and white, that sets parameters for us,

15

a moving target, then we have -- we provide too much

16

discretionary or flexibility that prevents us doing

17

an efficient job of cross-checking the Executive

18

Branch.

19

have two branches of government,

20

cross-check.

21

That's what we're here for.

then we have

That's why we

so we can

So thank you for letting me,

I guess, vent,

22

because I -- I actually am not willing to support

23

this until we have more of an understanding of how

24

this is going to impact us or if we're going to have

25

a discussion later on about program budgeting or --
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1

and understanding what that entails.

2

I'm not willing to move forward,

3

cents, Mr. Chair.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't know.

so that's my two

Thank you, Mr. Kane.
And, again, members, the staff through Tamara

6

did hand out to you a copy of Chapter 2.76 which

7

this item is

8

see 2.76.010 which states the scope and purpose of

9

this specific chapter of the Code.

10

entails, as well as you are able to

The Chair's comments to share with you this

11

morning on this matter is, again, this is related to

12

just one chapter of the Code as it relates to one

13

portion of a budget.

14

to the comments from you, the various members, as

15

well as Mr. Lo and knowing where more than likely we

16

are headed to, we came from line-item budgeting and

17

that was basically everybody did line-item budgeting

18

in the past.

19

broken down to specifics.

20

came to program budgeting.

21

notice in the -- the morphed or what has evolved

22

program budgeting to what we deal with this past

23

year, you will see that while we encompass program

24

budgeting principles, we have still maintained upon

25

Council's wisdom and discretion specific line-item

However, you know, listening

It was very detailed, everything was
And then the movement
However, if you even
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1

appropriations that we have deemed it important

2

enough to place as line items.

3

totally one or the other.

4

requirements or recommendations for the future and

5

we move back toward dissipated life, value

6

depreciation, things that the private side world

7

does it on a daily basis, we're going to go back and

8

entail some line-item principles again and it's

9

going to be morphed under the term,

10

So we are not

And I think with GASB's

I guess,

performance budgeting.
So, you know,

11

I foresee this as what is going

12

to become in the very near future,

13

Lo and,

14

task with Michele Yoshimura.

15

foresee.

16

detail and something we can measure on the program

17

itself, is I guess why we're using the term

18

"performance," and set up those cost units and

19

address those measurements that can effectively

20

provide, I think what Mr. Kane alludes to that I

21

always advocate is accountability and responsibility

22

of expending those funds.

23

things that Mr.

I guess, Mr. Taguchi have been given the
But that's what I

Again, it's going to be a morph between

Members, further comment regarding this?

24

not, then the Chair is not going to ask for a

25

decision on this specific item at this time.
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1

think I would prefer us to discuss the other two

2

items.

3

give my recommendation after that if there's no

4

objections.

And if there's a sense, then the Chair will

5

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (RH, RC, JJ, DK, PK, MM, CT)

6

CHAI R HOKAMA:

Than k you.

7

Members, the second part of this Item No. 3

8

is as it regards to Section 3.030 [sic] Subsection

9

D.

10
11

did

And, again, on one of the handouts the staff
oh, this is not the one,
(Pause - referring.)

12

I'm sorry.

Okay.

13

myself is --

14

Okay.

030.

Oh, okay.

2.76 and 3.04.
I'm sorry.

Sorry, members, I -- my notes to

On the back of that handout from

15

Tamara, again,

16

Operations.

17

Operating Budget,

18

that states "Operating budget which the Mayor

19

transmits to the Council shall include the requested

20

appropriation for each piece of equipment requested

21

for the ensuing fiscal year."

22
23

just some information of -- on County

You have the definition.

And under B,

.030 D, you will see the language

Budget Director, comments to the members?
MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Chair, when we submit our budget, we

24

do provide a listing of each equipment that we would

25

want to purchase throughout the year.
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1

provided in the details for each program that we

2

have set.

3

ordinance, it is just listed in the budget details.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9
10

I will start with Mr. Kawano.

None.

Mr. Kawano,

any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:
CHAI R HOKAMA:

None.

Than k you.
Ms. Johnson.

11

12

Thank you.

Okay.

7

8

Okay.

Mr. Lo, anything else at this time?

5
6

However, that is not included in the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

My only question would be that if

13

it's not being termed an appropriation any longer

14

and since Michele just used the term that it is

15

included in the budget and I don't know if you used

16

any specific term, but I guess it would be a

17

specific item, is there some way that we could

18

change the wording in this particular section to

19

just maintain what we already are doing?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand what you're saying.
Okay.

I

21

understand what you're saying.

Are the

22

members clear?

23

practical, you know, delete what -- what we don't do

24

and add what we do do, which is not part of the

25

budget ordinance, it is part of the budget details.

Ms. Johnson's thing is very
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1

And so while not part of the actual ordinance

2

proposal to us, we do have the breakdown of each

3

specific item amount as well as anticipated life.

4

So that's,

5

for the Committee's consideration.

I believe, what Ms. Johnson is proposing

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

Yes, that's it.

We'll keep moving on the discussion.

Thank you.
Mr. Molina, any questions or comments?

9

10

Okay.

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.

Mr. Chair, again,

just for

11

clarification, so we're not really changing anything

12

procedure wise,

13

shall I put it? -- rewording things, but the intent

14

to,

15

there, it's just we're doing it in a different way

16

now?

Am I

correct in making that assessment?

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

We're just sort of -- how

I guess, monitor equipment purchases is still

17

20

right?

That is how we have
Okay.

That's how we did it this year and that's

how we have done it in the past, Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

So this is a, more like a

22

custodial change to this bill to repeal this since

23

we're doing it in a new fashion, more efficient

24

fashion.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Or, again, you know,

if you believe it
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1

important enough and, again,

remember all of the

2

things that we're moving forward to with GASB 34 and

3

whatnot, if it still makes sense to leave it in and

4

have it part of the budget ordinance.

5

that's -- we

6

everything and we'll move toward a decision,

7

whatever it be.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, you know,

all I ask is that you look at

But look at everything.
Okay.

That's all I ask.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

All right.

Thank you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chairman, according to this

13

ordinance, then,

in the past recent years we have

14

not been submitting the budget according to the

15

ordinance.

Ms. Tavares.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Correct.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Do we have a definition of

18

equipment as far as a price cap?

19

Finance that we use?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. LO:

Is there one from

Mr. Lo.

Not for equipment.

For fixed assets we have a

22

reporting limit threshold, and I believe it's 500

23

off the top of my head,

24

the reporting aspect.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think it's like $500 on
But equipment is --

What's it now, assets?
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1

MR. LO:

Fixed assets.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. LO:

Fixed assets.

Fixed assets and inventories have thresholds.

4

But,

I mean, we don't have a definition for

5

equipment --

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. LO:

I believe so.

But $500 is the low end?
Yeah,

I believe so.

That's the

8

threshold that we report for materiality sake in our

9

financial statements.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Uh-huh.

The question I was going

11

to ask you is:

12

what equipment should be inventoried or detailed in

13

this manner to make it easier?

14

MR. LO:

What is GASB's requirement regarding

GASB does not provide any specific guidelines.

15

It allows you to make some determinations.

16

are some counties that are going up as high as I

17

think $2,000 on a reporting limit and it's -- The

18

problem with GASB, it doesn't give you any hard,

19

fast rules.

20

currently in that period where we need to determine

21

that.

22

It gives you discretion.

There

And we are

NOw, there's two things about GASB,

I mean,

23

you need to understand.

GASB is, one is compliance

24

is one thing, that doesn't mean that you don't

25

manage to tighter standards.

In other words, we may
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1

say from a GASB perspective for our financial

2

statements we'll choose a $2,000 threshold just so

3

that we can comply with what GASB says.

4

track it, you know, down to the $1 item.

5

not -- they can be -- they're not mutually

6

exclusive, I guess.

But we may
So it's

So that's one thing.

7

I think one of the concerns I have, if I may,

8

depending on how you word this, is let's say there's

9

a -- on the ordinance there is a change in

10

technology or let's say, you know, we don't know

11

when we go and buy a piece of equipment what the

12

actual cost is.

13

refuse truck you decide to buy two smaller refuse

14

trucks or something.

15

don't have the flexibility unless we corne back, and

16

that could delay operations I guess as one option.

17

So, you know, there's -- I am concerned about what

18

the wording actually will be in the determination.

19

Because you can present budget proposals which tells

20

you what our intent is, but just from an operational

21

standpoint there has to be some fluidity because

22

otherwise you might not be able to move as quickly

23

on some issues.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So what if instead of buying one

If it's in the ordinance, you

Mr. Chairman, I think from what we

talked about earlier on this Section D, you know, I
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1

think we're almost at the point where we're going to

2

need to move to some kind of a version of a

3

compromise between totally open and a line-item

4

budget when it comes to equipment, because we are

5

spending a lot of money on equipment.
By the same token,

6

judging from my

7

experiences in operations, when we have to detail

8

every piece of equipment that had a value of $25 or

9

greater,

I mean, you're talking about weed eaters

10

and certain kind of saws and stuff that just made

11

your -- you know, talking about killing trees to

12

produce a budget.

It was ridiculous.

So I think somewhere in between those

13
14

extremes I think there's a manageable and acceptable

15

level at which we can still maintain the control

16

that we want, yet allow the flexibility that

17

actually is needed in order to promote a so-called

18

program budget, which is to achieve ends.

19

to achieve some objectives without being strapped by

20

so many regulations,

21

to.

22

I guess is what it boils down

So somewhere there's a happy medium,

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

We want

I guess.

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

23

Mr. Kane?

24

Mr. Carroll?

25

Again, members,

Okay.

Thank you.

the Chair is going to
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1

withhold his recommendation at this time.

2

what makes sense for us is for us to look at also

3

Item No.

4

that is regarding -- Hold on.

3 of this budget item, No.

(Pause - referring.)

5

I think

3 itself, and

Okay.

The last item is

6

Section 3.04.040 Section -- Subsection letter B.

7

And, wait, we just did that one.

8

we're under B 3.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
Yeah.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So B 3, members,

D.

We did D.

Now

is

Kind of a GASB 34.
Yeah.

Thank you.

Anticipated life.
Members,

it's under Capital Program,

13

the heading Capital Program, which is 3.04.040, and

14

the last item, 3,

15

Improvements."

16

budget details the practice has been that the

17

Mayor's budget comes down with a specific item and

18

also lists anticipated life.

19

dealt with today under the Lahaina wastewater that

20

Mr. Goode testified on the 5 and the 6 and the

21

forcemain re-routing,

22

they're going to fund it, their prior appropriation,

23

and they also list anticipated life.

24

particular project Public Works stated a figure of

25

30 years as anticipated life of this item.

"Anticipated Life of the Capital

Again, members, as part of the

For example, what we

it lists the details, how
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1

that's how the practice is and not what the

2

ordinance requires.
So, members -- Any, any comments from Mr. Lo

3

4

or Ms. Yoshimura regarding this item?
Okay.

5
6
7

8

9

Members?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

And I don't believe you

recommended changing this section, anyway.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

I did not have a bill

proposal before us on this item.

10

Okay.

11

Ms. Tavares?

12

Ms. Johnson, anything?

Mr. Molina, any thoughts?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I understand that you are going to

13

recommend to leave this in, so I support that.

14

don't see that it does any harm to leave it in.

15

it actually makes it a requirement that that be

16

included in there should sometime in the future

17

somebody decide that we don't have to put this in.

18

And I think that this will help with our GASB

19

compliance to have the anticipated life because it

20

has to be determined anyway.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.

Thank you.

22

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

23

Mr. Carroll, anything?

24

Mr. Kawano, anything on this item?

25

Okay.

Members,

I think we're all in
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1

agreement with the last one in that we would

2

maintain it as it is currently stated in the Code.
Regarding the first two items under this

3

4

subject matter, you do have before you two draft

5

bill proposals that the Chair has presented to you

6

this morning.

7

Chairman of the Committee, is to ask for a deferral.

8

And I believe, listening to the comments, the Chair

9

will pursue to see if there is a reasonable option

What I would like to do, as your

10

that can address the concerns of one end of the

11

spectrum to the other end.

12

medium, as Ms. Tavares did point out, that makes

13

sense, is workable, and still provides the Council's

14

ability to review and provide the proper oversight

15

of public monies.

16

request to the Committee at this time.

And there may be a happy

And so that would be the Chair's

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No objections.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No objections.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

No objections.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And I can

22

support deferral and as far as your -- what your

23

Committee -- or the Council Chair's Committee of

24

Budget and Finance will be pursuing is perhaps

25

not -- and this is my opinion, obviously, but
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1

instead of repealing, looking for language that in

2

effect will represent,

3

our tendencies of going towards I would call it the

4

middle.

5

budgeting, of integrating program and line item

6

together for a modified effect.

7

the deferral and hopefully with the result coming

8

out or refining of the bills that are going to be

9

proposed to us that instead of repealing,

I guess, our practices and

When -- You referred to it as performance

So I can support

you would

10

actually be amending those sections to represent,

11

guess, a more consistent practice than we have been

12

undertaking for several cycles, budget cycles.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

I

That's correct, Mr. Kane.

Yeah.

Thank you.
Thank you.

Any other questions on the Chair's intention?

17

Again, deferral is the request by the Chair as well

18

as allowing the Chair to consider and work on some

19

proposals that I will be bringing back to you for

20

your consideration prior to a decision on this item.

21
22
23
24
25

Yes, Tamara.

(Pause.)

We'll do it all one

time.
Okay.

Members, if there is no objection, the

Chair will be deferring this item.

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (RH, RC, JJ, DK, PK, MM, CT)
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1
2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you very much for that support,

members.

3

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We did better than the Chair had

5

anticipated and planned, so -- Is there any

6

announcements at this time?

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I just wanted to thank all the

10

members who are assisting or participating with the

11

Maui Bronco trophies that we're putting together.

12

So I wanted to thank all of you for bearing with us

13

in trying to get that thing accommodated.

14

you for those who have already given payment, and

15

for those of you who haven't, any time you're ready.

16

Thank you.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

18

Mr. Carroll, any announcements?

19

Chairman Kawano?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAWANO:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

And thank

Thank you.

Nothing?

No.

Mr. Molina, any announcements?
Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I just wanted to ask, Tammy,

24

did you just pass out two pieces of paper today?

25

Okay.

So that goes in these, right?
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1
2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

No other announcements.

a 1:30 Committee of the Whole.
Anything else, Ms. Tavares?

3

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

11

And I'm glad to be back.

Thank you.

We are happy to have you

Ditto that, Mr. Chair.

-- and Mr. Molina back.

We're glad you're

safe and sound.
Okay.

9

10

We do have

presence.
ADJOURN:

Members, thank you very much for your

This meeting is adjourned.

10:33 a.m.

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1
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3
4
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5

I, Sandra J. Gran, Certified Shorthand

6

7

Reporter for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify

8

that the proceedings were taken down by me in

9

machine shorthand and was thereafter reduced to

10

typewritten form under my supervision; that the

11

foregoing represents to the best of my ability, a

12

true and correct transcript of the proceedings had

13

in the foregoing matter.

14

I further certify that I am not attorney for

15
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16

with the cause.

17
18
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